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Abstract

Recent court decisions have revealed how the law is frequently under pressure to adjust to novel digital technologies. As legal practice is blind to the factual particularities of the relationship between law and technology, the courts’ efforts to re-stabilize normative expectations of Internet users, in the face of sociotechnical changes caused by computer networks, lack an adequate theoretical classification. Science and technology studies (STS) provide refined knowledge on the interaction between technology and society. Yet, the law and normative structures have remained a stepchild of that branch of interdisciplinary theorizing within the social sciences. Within the legal discipline, media-based theories about the law in the digital environment have conceived computer networks as hybrid sociotechnical constructs. This approach aptly shows how digital media have changed the way individuals experience the world and interact with one another and how the capacity to adjust cognitive behavioral expectations to new developments has become crucial. While the learning of individuals takes center stage, this perspective belittles the relevance of normative expectations and overlooks the law’s learning. How is the law capable of learning under conditions of computer networks and responding to the sociopolitical changes caused by the new technologies? This paper’s aim is to propose a perspective on the law in the digital society that combines STS with legal sociology. An approach based on technical affordances explains how normative behavioral expectations can adjust to changes in the networked environment and how the law learns in the digital society.
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1. Introduction

“Right to be Forgotten,” “Google thumbnails,” “Net neutrality,” and “Facebook Like button” are shorthand formulas associated with spectacular judgments recently passed by major courts in the European Union and the United States. A shared characteristic of these cases is the deciding court’s endeavor to adjust the law to new operating conditions caused by changes in the digital network. As this is not a court’s primary task, the verdicts do not provide a thorough analysis of the peculiar intermingling of the social and the technological, which is common to them all.

Germany’s Bundesgerichtshof (BGH, Federal Court of Justice), for example, was recently impelled to adapt copyright law to the technical functioning of Internet search engines. The BGH concluded that visual artists or photographers, having authorized third parties to make reproductions of their works available on the Internet, cannot crackdown on Google when it displays thumbnails of these images in response to a respective search query. Thus, the court established a novel privilege for Internet search engines consisting of the presumption that right holders who have not taken any specific technical measures preventing search engines from indexing images have implicitly consented to that. For revocation of the right holder’s informal consent, verbal communication would not be enough; to be legally effective, the right holder would need to take technical safeguards hindering the search engine from finding the uploaded works at all. Tacitly, the BGH’s ruling contains a double realization. First, normative behavioral expectations can change and adapt to novel technologies in the digital networked environment. As this is not a court’s primary task, the verdicts do not provide a thorough analysis of the peculiar intermingling of the social and the technological, which is common to them all.
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The judgments of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) regarding the “Right to be Forgotten” and the “Facebook Like button,” and the decision of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit on “Net neutrality” are further examples where the judiciary was forced to re-stabilize normative expectations under conditions of digital networks. What is it about such novel phenomena of techno-social normativity?

I do not agree with Karavas, who speaks in this context of an “amalgamation of normative and digital expectations inside the digital medium.” There is no such thing as “digital expectations.” The expecting actor is necessarily an epistemic subject, that is, a human being or social system capable of generating intentions that guide their actions. According to Searle, machines are not capable of developing intentions. Even if we understand machines as actors to which intentions can be ascribed, this involves—in the sense of Searle’s distinction—derivative rather than original intentionality. Searle argues that computers do not have original intentionality as this term refers to mental states. We can only speak of derivative intentionality in the sense that we are able to interpret a computer’s operations.

Enthusiasts of artificial intelligence (AI) may argue that self-learning machines will sooner or later gain a degree of relative autonomy and then possess something like consciousness. Leaving aside the merely speculative nature of such prognostics, the distinction between consciousness and self-consciousness needs to be emphasized. Consciousness is something that some animals also possess. Dogs, for example, can behave in ways that cause their owners to play with them, feed them or caress them. Although a dog may possess consciousness, self-consciousness will be missing. Self-consciousness describes the capability of reflection. It refers to the capacity to observe oneself from a second-order perspective and reconsider one’s own behavior from a different (e.g., moral) point of view. Dogs do not possess reflective competence; they are unable to recognize their mirror image, for example. The same holds true for machines; the ability to observe their own operations from a second-order perspective is missing. Only humans (and social systems) are epistemic subjects. They alone can form a mental image of what they are, want to be, or should be, and accordingly plan or adapt their behavior.

Rather than “digital expectations,” normative expectations about the behavior of technologies should be our focus. In what follows, the paper argues that normative expectations about the behavior of digital technologies emerge from society and—under certain conditions—may become institutionalized as law. The point is that normative behavioral expectations can adapt to changing conditions of the digital networked environment, thus, paving the way for the law’s learning. But how should we understand the law’s learning in the digital society? What is the theoretical perspective allowing the conceptualization of such processes of norm generation, stabilization, and generalization in the sociotechnical realm?

While legal doctrine and the reasoning of courts are mostly blind to the relationship between law and technology in the digital society, STS has been producing sophisticated knowledge about the interaction between technologies and society since the 1970s. However, the law and normative structures have remained a stepchild of that branch of social theorizing. Within the legal discipline, Vesting and Ladeur have developed a media theory perspective on the law in the age of computer networks. For Vesting, media are conditions of possibility for the law. Reconstructing the historical development of society in Western Europe since ancient times, he argues that the form and materiality of dissemination media, including the spoken language, writing, printing, and computer networks, have always been a means of pre-structuring and co-shaping the development of law. The computer network, the dominant dissemination medium of the twenty-first century, is perceived by Vesting as a hybrid construct intermingling the material and the social. Endorsing a media theory perspective such as Vesting’s, Ladeur claims that learning has become crucial in the twenty-first century’s “society of networks.” As the society of networks has
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radically changed the way individuals experience the world and interact with one another, the capacity to adjust behavioral expectations to new developments has become paramount.

The approach of Vesting and Ladeur will be discussed below as a promising way toward an integration of technological materiality into a theory of law in the twenty-first century. However, the paper will question their understanding of the computer network as a sociotechnical hybrid as well as the primacy of cognitive mechanisms of adaption compared with normative patterns of orientation. Departing from these theories, the paper will propose an alternative perspective on normative expectations and the law in the digital society that combines STS with legal sociology. The connection between STS and legal sociology is the concept of technical affordances, which are opportunities or constraints of a technology that are co-shaped within the processes of material design and social interpretation. An affordance-based approach to law and society shows how normative behavioral expectations can adjust to changes in the networked environment and how the law learns in the digital society.

2. Law in the Digital Society

2.1 The Perspective of Science and Technology Studies

STS refers to a field of interdisciplinary research that took shape in the 1970s, mostly in Europe and Northern America.\(^{17}\) The field continues to thrive today and has successfully institutionalized itself with specialized chairs at prestigious universities. As an acronym, STS stands for science and technology studies but has sometimes also been used as a collective term for the entire field of science, technology, and society. Dissociating from classic positions and positivistic premises in the theory and sociology of science,\(^{18}\) STS has broadly opted for a social constructivist research method.\(^{19}\)

Scientific positivists were convinced that “collecting accurate data, generating logical generalizations which [sic] explain that data, and testing those data”\(^{20}\) was characteristic of the scientific method. STS scholars, in contrast, are more interested in studying “how science (and technology) work in practice.”\(^{21}\) The focus on practice is shared by the most important dynamics within the broader STS framework, including SSK (the sociology of scientific knowledge), SCOT (the social construction of technology), ANT (actor-network theory), and many feminist technoscience studies.\(^{22}\) Rather than following positivism, STS argues that “technoscience practices are methods that shape and reproduce the social world.”\(^{23}\) Scientific truth and technical artifacts are viewed as social practices in specific contexts; social constructivism is a general feature of STS.\(^{24}\)

In addition to antipositivism, antideterminism is a characteristic of social constructivism and STS. According to a determinist view, “the development of technology proceeds in an autonomous manner, determined by an internal logic independent of social influence.”\(^{25}\) This position has been widely criticized in the literature,\(^{26}\) and it is difficult to find authors who would explicitly support it.\(^{27}\) Rejecting technological determinism, social constructivist versions of STS claim that society can influence or shape technology, objecting to the view that a designer who creates an artifact determines the range of the object’s potential uses. Hence, social constructivism insists on the possibility of flexibility in the user response to the original design. Technologies are perceived to be underdetermined\(^ {28}\) or “multistable” to use Ihde’s term.\(^ {29}\) Underdetermination of an artifact leaves room for its interpretation.\(^ {30}\) There is interpretive flexibility not only when the artifact is designed but also in its subsequent uptake.\(^ {31}\)
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\(^{30}\) Feenberg, Technosystem, 46; Sismondo, Science and Technology Studies, 6; see also Woolgar, “Do Artefacts Have Ambivalence?” 443–444. For an account of underdetermination of information technology see Doherty, “A Re-conceptualization,” 569–582.

Some STS scholars have defended a radical constructivist perspective on technology. In its most extreme form, social constructivism has claimed that “technology does not have any influence which [sic] can be gauged independently of human interpretation.” According to that thesis, technology is essentially social, “it is a construction rather than a reflection of the machine’s capabilities.” Other approaches to STS have objected to such absolutization of society. Criticizing radical constructivism’s overemphasis on human intention, Latour’s version of ANT argues for a symmetry of human and non-human actors, or “actants,” linked together in hybrid networks. His book *We Have Never Been Modern* postulates “symmetry between the two branches of government, that of things—called science and technology—and that of human beings.” In *Politics ofNature*, Latour attributes agency to new types of “actants” that are not human actors. Latour uses the adjective “hybrid” to refer to the dissolution of the distinction between things and humans or nature and society. For Latour, nature and humans are inextricably intertwined in hybrid “socio-technological networks.” Thus, he argues for an “essential connection between technology and society,” which is articulated in a process of co-production. Co-production is a convincing concept for understanding the relationship between society and technology and will, thus, be informing arguments that are further developed below.

What does STS say about the law? A few STS scholars, most prominently Jasanoff and Lynch, have contributed important work analyzing the interrelationship between science, technology, and law. These writings have primarily engaged in micro-sociological studies on select questions of law, science, and technology, including the use of science and technology in courtrooms or law and technology relationships in intellectual property and environmental regulation. STS scholars writing about law-related issues are the exception rather than the rule. For example, of Lynch’s encyclopedic compilation of the 70 seminal conceptual articles in the history of STS, only one is directly related to the law. STS has been reproached for lacking an element of social critique. As STS has mostly focused on case studies, it has not developed a more generalized theory about the law in relation to science and technology. What is more, social scientists working in STS are unable to understand the law’s normativity, which, as will be argued below with reference to Weber and Hart, requires an *internal perspective* on the law.

Of course, insider and outsider perspectives have been distinguished in the etic–emic debates in anthropology since the 1960s. “Etic” describes a standpoint in anthropological research that observes cultural contexts from outside, allowing an STS scholar to notice regularities between specific technologies and the practice of law. “Emic” refers to a perspective gained through the researcher’s immersion into a cultural context.
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bind disparate and seemingly unrelated things, documents, and people.”56 This definition falls short of understanding legal normativity and grasping the distinguishing feature of norms that are voluntarily accepted by their addressees.57 STS is, thus, unable to adopt the lawyer’s habitual perspective and ask the questions about normativity that Weber associated with the law’s internal point of view: “What is intrinsically valid as law? That is to say: What significance or, in other words, what normative meaning ought to be attributed in correct logic to a verbal pattern having the form of a legal proposition[sic]”58

The distinction between external and internal perspectives on the law is crucial as, according to Hart, an “external” observer is unable to understand what “constitutes the normative structure of society.”59 Following Hart’s concept of law, a distinction must be made between “being obliged” and “being under an obligation” to do something.60 This argument is also relevant in the digital environment. The point is that coercive effects of technology need to be distinguished from normative structures and law. For example, a user of an e-book, which is protected by a digital rights management system (DRM), is right to say that she is obliged by the technology if the DRM factually restrains her use of the book. This would be the case if the DRM prevents her by technical means from saving a copy of the e-book on her computer, notwithstanding the copyright statute’s permission to make a private copy. However, the user would be wrong to state that she is under an obligation to follow the DRM rule because of the DRM’s lack of legal legitimacy. For Hart, the question of whether someone is under an obligation refers to the “internal aspect of rules,”61 that is, how legal subjects themselves observe the rules, whether they accept the rules, and whether they consider the rules legitimate. The internal aspect is a prerequisite of primary rules of obligation, which, in union with secondary rules, are the defining features of law.52

2.2 A Media Theory of the Law

The discussion of STS research and its relationship with the law has revealed the strengths and limitations of the debate. The strengths are in its capability to conceive the relationship between society and technology as one of co-production. However, as the framing of internal aspects of the law is not its point, STS is unable to grasp the essence of legal normativity. Insisting on the difference between a social scientist’s and a jurist’s perspective, I would like to introduce Vesting’s and Ladeur’s theorizing on law and technology. As a legal perspective, it is markedly different from the STS viewpoint.

Vesting and Ladeur are both German jurists and legal theorists. Over the last decade, they have contributed to the development of a media theory of the law that reconstructs the relationship between materiality and law from a media theory perspective. Because most of their publications are in German, their work has gained little attention outside the German language area, although it has strongly influenced the legal debate in Germany. This section provides a critical introduction to their most recent writings about the law in the age of computer networks and advances the paper’s argument about the law’s learning.

Vesting reverses usual media law approaches as he does not view the media of “language and speech,” “writing,” “printing,” and “computer networks” as mere objects of legal regulation. Neither do these media involve different channels available for the communication of legal knowledge. In his path-breaking work Legal Theory and the Media of Law,63 which is the 2018 one-volume English translation of four separate volumes that originally appeared between 2011 and 2015 in German, he conceives media as conditions of possibility of law in specific historical contexts and views their materiality as a means of pre-structuring and co-shaping the creation of law. For Vesting, computer networks are the dominant media of the twenty-first century.64 His notion of media is informed by McLuhan’s theory of media, which—through their materiality—are “extensions of man.”65 According to Vesting, McLuhan’s famous thesis, “the medium is the message,”66 is the key to understanding the concept of media. As the formula has often been misinterpreted, Vesting refers to an interview where McLuhan clarified its meaning as follows: “The medium is hidden, the message is obvious. But the real effect comes from the hidden ground, not from the content, not from the figure.”67 To comprehend the message, one must consider the medium used for its distribution. While the message is manifest, the medium stays invisible. Although it is “hidden ground,” the medium is in the foreground of McLuhan’s theory. According to Krämer, a media philosopher, “The strategic goal of McLuhan’s identification of the medium with the message was to take away the transitory transparency and neutrality of the media and make visible their autonomous
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opacity and instrumental shaping power." Unlike philosophers who focus on content and its meaning, McLuhan is more interested in the materiality of the medium and the way it shapes content. For McLuhan, the content of any medium "is always another medium. The content of writing is speech, just as the written word is the content of print, and print is the content of the telegraph." Seconding Krämer, who emphasizes McLuhan's pioneering role in the "medial turn" in cultural studies, Vesting observes an "overlapping between media theory and cultural science." For Vesting, the medias' materiality must be at the center of media theory, not least because technology supports the communicability of the message. He claims that the strict separation of the sphere of meaning from the sphere of the organic or physical components of communication must be abolished. According to Vesting, there is a dependency of language on the materiality of the medium, which is evident in writing but also applies to other media, including telecommunication, television, and the Internet.

Rather than overemphasizing the effect of technology as a determinant, Vesting’s media theory conflates the technical and the social. This becomes most obvious in his conceptualization of the computer network, which appears as a hybrid sociotechnical construct. Quoting the work of Baecker, Castells, Ladeur, and others, Vesting refers to the massive cultural and social effects that the spread of networked computers has caused since the 1960s. According to Vesting, “[t]he crucial change that must be accounted for is the transition from a hierarchical/centralized culture to a heterarchical/acentric one.” For Vesting, the idea of the network must not be reduced to a purely technical grid but should rather be conceived as a hybrid construct with multiple intersections between material and social structures in the society of computer networks. The “material turn” in Vesting’s theory affects the relationship between media and the law. According to Vesting, the media-indifferent view of legal communication, which prevails in court practice, should be replaced by an understanding of legal communication that always carries the “trace of the media that it uses.” Hence, the mediality of legal communication, that is, the question of how differences in the medial form change legal communication, takes center stage in Vesting’s media theory of law.

Agreeing with Vesting’s emphasis on the materiality of media and its effect on the social and legal evolution, Ladeur has reconstructed the development of society in Western Europe since the end of the nineteenth century. He describes a societal development that is driven by media, leading from the “society of individuals” to the “society of organizations” and finally to the “society of networks.” In the society of individuals, the intersubjective coordination (between neighbors) creates a basis of normality and experience upon which normative expectations can build. In the society of organizations, it is the task of mass media and political parties to mediate between the private-individual and the public-governmental sphere, thus, pre-structuring the reproduction of normative expectations. In the society of networks, a governance model that is defined by new technologies fundamentally alters the conditions of possibility of individual action and autonomy. A transformation of the individual subject takes place. In the society of networks, the individual must discover experimental thinking and new developments. The creation and renewal of knowledge are linked to a distributed heterarchical network that operates without any central instance mediating the process.

For Ladeur, the theoretical focus must be on the effect that media change has on the relationship between societal actors. Historical media are conceived by Ladeur as specific means that shape communication in society. The computer facilitates the development of new hybrid models to interconnect knowledge and provide access to information. Like Vesting, Ladeur perceives the computer network as a hybrid sociotechnical construct. The computer network builds the primary space within which the “relational subjects” of the society of networks constantly configure and reconfigure their mutual relationships.
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Regarding the law of the society of networks, he states that “the mobilization and hybridization of the relationship between cognitive and normative components of the law can globally be identified as the preeminent feature of the law of the society of networks.” Ladeur claims that cognitive forms of coordination have become more relevant in the formation of behavioral expectations. Normative behavioral expectations are, thus, upstaged.

In comparison with STS scholarship, Vesting and Ladeur have a sound understanding of legal practice and legal theory. Their media theory perspective on the law allows assessment of the effect of media and materiality on human actors and legal processes. However, a shortcoming of their approach is that perceiving the network as a sociotechnical hybrid removes the distinction between intentional human action and technological causality. Thus, the network’s material and social components appear only of secondary importance. Consequently, the possibility of a critique of the technological development and an emancipative reaction to its social costs is lost. Vesting and Ladeur reproach sociological systems theory for the lack of an adequate conceptualization of the network. In particular, they find fault with Luhmann’s separation of the physical sphere of media from the sphere of meaning. It is true that Luhmann distinguishes “distribution media” (writing, printing, electronic broadcasting, computer networks) from “success media” (symbolically generalized communication media such as property/money, power/law, truth, love, etc.); the former is perceived as crucial means for the distribution of meaning. Rather than denouncing this as a disadvantage, I would regard it positively as a starting point for conceptualizing the materiality of digital technologies within sociological systems theory. Whereas Luhmann does not aspire to fully theorize the place of technology in his theory of communication, he clearly shows that the relationship between the communicative dynamics and the material components of the Internet should be conceived as “structural coupling” between machine and social system, a relationship of “dependent independence.” Hence, Luhmann not only separates distribution media and symbolically generalized communication media but also understands the relevance of their mutual interdependencies. In my view, the distinction between matter and meaning paves the way for a deeper understanding of the complex interrelationship between technology and society in Internet-mediated communicative processes. Moreover, it is the theoretical precondition to enable a critical view of novel technologies and their societal cost.

Another downside of Vesting’s and Ladeur’s media theory approach is that it is mostly a historical reconstruction of societal and legal evolution. Their ambitious goal is to design a general theory of the history of the law’s mediatiality. The theory reveals a tendency to reconstruct legal communications as cultural artifacts, which carries the risk of becoming overly deferential to technological change.

Finally, while Ladeur is right to highlight the crucial importance of individuals’ learning in the digital ecosphere, he underestimates the role of normative behavioral expectations, that is, expectations that are not given up even if violated by interaction partners. As the function of the law is the stabilization and generalization of normative expectations, Ladeur’s narrow focus on cognitive expectations and adaptive behavior neglects normative structures and the law in the digital society. Further, it fails to ask how the law is capable of learning under conditions of computer networks and how it can stimulate reactions to the sociopolitical changes caused by the new technologies.

3. Conceptualizing the Law’s Learning in the Digital Society

3.1 Methodological Introduction: Combining STS and Legal Sociology

With the aim of setting the scene, the previous section reviewed two leading perspectives on the relationship between technology, society, and law. STS provides sophisticated analyses of the complex interactions between society and materiality. The concept of co-production appears to be useful for understanding the mutual interdependencies between designers of technology and the social response. However, regarding its relationship to the law, STS shows its limitations, as a lack of legal expertise prevents this scholarship from understanding the mechanisms of legal doctrine and practice. The media theory approach has designed a general theory about the effect of historically dominant dissemination media on the law. The two main downsides of this perspective are a conceptualization of the computer network as a sociotechnical hybrid (implying an uncritical
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view of technology) and an underestimation of normative social structures in the digital environment, with the effect that the law’s learning is upstaged by a one-sided focus on the learning of “relational subjects.”

In the following, a combination of STS and legal sociology will be proposed as a strategy to overcome the identified shortcomings. In contrast to existing law and society literature drawing on STS,98 the legal sociology approach adopted by this paper reflects Weber’s and Hart’s distinction between external and internal aspects of the law. As more fully elaborated elsewhere,99 I understand legal sociology as a sub-discipline of the law that mediates between a sociological and legal perspective. While the former is concerned with describing and explaining what “is,” the latter’s task is to deal with what “ought” to be. This categorization is not meant to pit disciplines against each other but to emphasize that a distinction of observational standpoints allows enlarging scientific complexity. The transfer of knowledge from the social sciences to the legal system requires a distinction of two steps. The first step involves an empiric observation and description of real legal problems and an analysis of their cause from the perspective of social science and social theory. The second step attempts to re-import the gained insights back into the legal system with the aim of furthering the law’s improvement. Importantly, the second step presupposes a change of perspective from describing social facts (external perspective) to prescribing normative ends (internal perspective).

3.2 On the Co-production of Technical Affordances

To develop a legal sociology theory of how the law learns in the digital society, the concept of “technical affordances”100 is placed center stage. First, the concept is introduced, and its specific contours are defined. Building on the above STS thesis of co-production, it will then be explained how affordances come into a technology. This will pave the way for elaboration on how technical affordances can theoretically be integrated into a legal sociology approach to better understand how the law learns in the digital society.

The concept of “affordances” was originally coined by the perceptual psychologist James Gibson in 1979.101 Gibson argued that animals are capable of perceiving information in their environment selectively. What information is selected depends on its relative importance for the animal’s survival. Affordances are, thus, information concerning the environment’s possibilities or invitations. Ten years later, the designer Donald Norman adopted and popularized the concept. According to Norman, the concept refers to those aspects of an object’s design that define the possibilities of its use.102 Norman was mostly concerned with the question of how a certain technological design is perceived by users. Within Gibson’s framework, the natural environment is in the foreground, and the relative independence of the environment from the way it is perceived by living systems is emphasized.103

Gibson conceives affordances of things as being independent from an observer’s perceptual experience of them.104 His approach corresponds to Searle’s “external realism,” that is, the assumption that the natural environment “exists independently of our representations of it.”105 Social reality is different, as we construct it by mutually agreeing on its validity. Thereby we need to distinguish between those features of the world that are “intrinsic to nature” and those “that exist relative to the intentionality of observers, users, etc.”106 Searle’s external realism is not only consistent with his conceptual relativism but is the precondition for the latter. “The ontological subjectivity of the socially constructed reality requires an ontologically objective reality out of which it is constructed.”107

Hereafter, the concept of technical affordances is used to describe the opportunities or constraints of a technology108 that are co-produced within the processes of material design and social interpretation. Thus, the idea of co-production, prominent in Latour-inspired STS scholarship, is combined with affordance theory. But how do affordances come into a technology? Here Pfaffenberger’s metaphor of the “technological drama”109 is helpful as it distinguishes multi-layered interactions between the

98 For a comprehensive literature review see Cole, “Science, Technology, Society, Law;”; see also Faulkner, “Material Worlds.”
102 Norman, Psychology of Everyday Things, 8.
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108 For my critique of scholarship that has extended the concept “affordance” beyond material technologies to include “affordances of the law” see Graber, “Artificial Intelligence,” 197.
material and the social.\footnote{For a similar approach to explaining the co-production of affordances see Feenberg, Technosystem, 153–157.} Pfaffenberger’s drama consists of three acts. Act 1, “regularization,” is about independent or corporate technology designers, the “design constituency,”\footnote{Pfaffenberger, “Technological Dramas,” 283.} shaping the material design of a technological artifact and advocating their view, in social discourse, of how this technology should be interpreted. The famous example of the knife and whether it is a good or bad tool may serve to illustrate Pfaffenberger’s thought. The design constituency may assert its interpretation of a newly designed knife as a good tool that cuts well in the hands of a cook and will defend it against an alternative interpretation that it is a bad tool because one can kill with it.\footnote{See also Waelbers, Doing Good with Technologies, 18.} While the discursive aspects of this act are important, the non-discursive (material) ones must not be forgotten. As Nissenbaum stresses, it is the material characteristics of a technology that allow values to be embedded when an artifact is designed.\footnote{Nissenbaum, “Preemption to Circumvention,” 1367.} Hence, the material characteristics of an artifact do matter to its politics.\footnote{Nissenbaum, “Preemption to Circumvention,” 1378.} In Act 2, “adjustment,” those segments of society affected by the newly introduced technological artifact, the “impact constituency,”\footnote{Pfaffenberger, “Technological Dramas,” 296.} enter the scene. Although the design constituency strives to wrap the artifact in a mythos (e.g., “the knife is good”) and define alternative interpretations away, ambiguities will always remain. These, in turn, can be exploited by the impact constituency to create a “counter-mythos” of the technology’s ontology and purpose. Act 3, “reconstitution,” involves a material (i.e., non-discursive) redesign of the technology by the impact constituency. An example would be the invention of ad-blocking technology as a response to the use of behavior-tracking cookies for advertisement purposes.\footnote{Graber, “Artificial Intelligence,” 199–201}

The three acts are ideal types of possible action patterns and do not necessarily represent a sequence of events; the second or third act of a concrete drama could very well transform itself into the first act of a new technological drama. The metaphor of the technological drama illustrates how affordances find their way into a technology as a mutual interaction between different constituencies, involving both discursive (social) and non-discursive (material) elements.

### 3.3 Bottom-up Emergence of Technology-Related Normative Expectations

The theory of technical affordances allows us to reject determinist ideologies wanting to make us believe that networked digital technologies, notably applications of AI, are impenetrable and their effects unavoidable.\footnote{Graber, “Artificial Intelligence,” 199.} Conceiving the design and uptake of a novel technology as a process of co-production does not blur the distinction between sociality and materiality. On the contrary, complex interactions between the social and the material are distinguished at various stages of the process. The dichotomous conception of meaning and matter is a necessary precondition for adopting a social critique of novel technologies. It is required to understand how expectations about the behavior of a specific technological artifact can develop bottom-up from local contexts. If these expectations are cognitive, they adapt as users learn more about the behavior of a specific technology. The question is how it can be theoretically explained that normative expectations can evolve, in addition to cognitive ones. In other words: How is the law able to learn and adapt normative expectations about the behavior of digital technologies?

To answer this question, Weber’s theory of bottom-up emergence of new norms from the middle of society needs to be remembered. Although more than a hundred years old, Weber’s theory is still a benchmark for more recent sociolegal scholarship as far as intellectual originality, and conceptual clarity is concerned.

Questioning the origin of law, Weber rejects the thesis that law emerges primarily from state-centered legislation enacted according to constitutionally prescribed procedure. Weber writes:

> At the present time, they [legal rules] usually arise by way of legislation, i.e., conscious human lawmaking in conformity with the formal constitutional requirements, be they customary or “made,” of a given political society. Obviously, this kind of lawmaking is not aboriginal: it is not the normal one even in economically or socially complex and advanced societies.\footnote{Weber, Economy and Society, 753 (emphasis added).}

Weber’s theory about the birth of new law was most likely written between 1911 and 1914.\footnote{Weber, “Editorischer Bericht,” 266–270.} It is markedly at variance with the dominant view at that time, in particular Austin’s state-centered concept of law, according to which law emerges from the state and is enforced through the threat of state sanctions.\footnote{Austin, Province of Jurisprudence, 13–20.} For Weber, the state-centered origin of law is the exception rather than the rule, even under conditions of modernity.
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According to Weber, legal norms often originate “aboriginally” from mere habituation to practices and evolve in stages from conventional rules to law:

“The psychological “adjustment” arising from habituation to an action causes conduct that in the beginning constituted plain habit later to be experienced as binding; then, with the awareness of the diffusion of such conduct among a plurality of individuals, it comes to be incorporated as “consensus” into people’s semi- or wholly conscious “expectations” as to the meaningfully corresponding conduct of others. Finally these “consensual understandings” acquire the guaranty of coercive enforcement by which they are distinguished from mere “conventions.”

These steps describe the process of aboriginal law production as a gradual development from social facts to norms. It starts with individual action, which is social “insofar as its subjective meaning takes account of the behavior of others and is thereby oriented in its course.” An individual’s psychological attitudes toward the behavior of others may gradually evolve from mere habituation to awareness and then become confirmed expectations about others’ behavior. Such contrafactual expectations are called “normative.” According to Weber, an order of normative expectations is a “convention” if the reaction to the violation of its rules will result in disapproval within a given social group. Unlike conventional rules, legal rules are “guaranteed law.” For Weber, an order can be called law “if it is externally guaranteed by the probability that physical or psychological coercion will be applied by a staff of people in order to bring about compliance or avenge violation.”

Weber is convinced that “even in economically or socially complex and advanced societies,” the state is not the only source of law, and normative patterns continue to emerge from social life. As with the net neutrality debate in the United States and European Union, this continues to be true under digital conditions. Weber’s theory of aboriginal law production is, thus, a fruitful starting point for a reflection on the law’s learning capabilities in the digital society. In my view, a theory about the growth of normative expectations need not be limited to the behavior of human actors but can extend to expectations about the behavior of other “actants,” including digital agents and their affordances. In the following, the Facebook “Like” button will serve as an example of empirical evidence in support of my thesis.

In 2007, Leah Pearlman, a designer at Facebook, observed that people only rarely commented on their friends’ updates, and she thought that everybody would benefit from more interaction. Pearlman suspected that “if people did not have anything new or clever to say they would not say anything at all,” and if people had nothing witty to respond to a friend’s post but still had a positive feeling about it, they would rather leave a single word such as “awesome.” However, dozens or hundreds of “awesome” responses would fill up the Facebook page and not look nice. To avoid that, she and Justin Rosenstein, a colleague at Facebook, designed an “Awesome” button, which would display next to every post. A click would be all that people needed to express support for one another. The designers’ aim was to wake up the positivity drowsing in every Facebook user. They envisioned that pressing a button would provide a path of least resistance for people otherwise hesitating to engage in more interaction. The idea went down well with Facebook’s management, and after a name change from “Awesome” to “Like,” a little blue-and-white thumbs-up icon was officially activated on February 9, 2009.

Very soon, it became evident that Pearlman and Rosenstein’s public-interest-oriented interpretation of the “Like” button was not the only possible one. In a discursive process within the Facebook design constituency, the analytics department and the business managers competed for the “valid” interpretation of the newly designed artifact’s affordances. The analytics department perceived the Like button as a means for harvesting detailed information about user behavior, which would be useful for tailoring content more precisely to a user’s personal profile. The business managers also adopted this interpretation of the artifact’s affordances because the personalization of content offered the potential for selling individualized ads to the advertising industry.
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We now know that the business-oriented interpretation of the plugin eventually won and that, in the meantime, the Like button “made Facebook billions.”\footnote{Kessler, “Made Facebook Billions.”} As the plugin rapidly became a huge success, Facebook published “copy and paste” software so that any website could furnish any post with a Like button. Every time a user visited a website with a Like button on it, his or her personal data were transferred to Facebook, even if the visitor was not a member of Facebook or had never clicked on the button.\footnote{Fashion ID v Verbraucherzentrale NRW, CJEU, Case C-40/17, July 29, 2019, para 27.}

Pearlman and Rosenstein were unable to resign themselves to the fact that instead of their public-interest-oriented interpretation of the Like button, an interpretation had prevailed in the design constituency that permitted Facebook to maximize advertising revenues. They left the social network and became vocal critics in the Facebook impact constituency of what they denounced as a further step toward an economization of the Internet.\footnote{Lewis, “Minds can be Hijacked.”} The two turned into important protagonists of a discourse that was oriented to creating a “counter-mythos” for the Like button, invigorating alternative interpretations of its affordances. They warned the Internet community against the negative side effects of their invention and raised awareness of the dangers relating to massively collecting personal user data and the addictive potential of the Like button. Many Internet activists followed their critique with the aim of preventing a “normalization” of a specific interpretation of the Like button and maintaining the possibility of a sociopolitical correction. According to Pfaffenberger, “normalization” or “designification” refers to a situation where certain social and technological dynamics lead to ending the dialogue between the design constituency and the impact constituency, letting a specific “mythos” about the artifact appear as unalterable.\footnote{Pfaffenberger, “Technological Dramas,” 308. Feenberg, Technosystem, 101} The resistance, orchestrated by Internet activists, consumer organizations, and scientists was justified with reference to values and norms that are expected to be valid in the digital society.

3.4 Generalization of Normative Expectations and Institutionalization as Law

What determines whether normative expectations about novel technologies are stabilized and generalized as legal norms? The discussion of the “Fashion ID” case below will explain for the law of the EU that legislation and judicial adjudication can both play a key role in this. As behavioral expectations about new technologies evolve gradually in civil society and politics, there is usually a gap between the deployment of a new technology and a regulatory reaction.\footnote{Similarly, Zittrain, Future of the Internet, 122.} Often, it is the courts leading the way, as the “Google thumbnails” and “Right to be Forgotten” cases demonstrate. In the latter case, in a conflict between Google and the Spanish Data Protection Agency, the CJEU recognized the “Right to be Forgotten” as a new fundamental right of EU law.\footnote{“Right to be Forgotten,” CJEU, C-131/12, May 13, 2014.} The court held that a user has a right to request that certain information on the Internet no longer be linked to his name by a list of results displayed following a search made on his name. For the implementation of this decision, Google faced the problem of how to operationalize the new fundamental right within its search algorithms. Google’s problem was partly resolved when the EU eventually included detailed provisions about the “Right to be Forgotten” into its General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),\footnote{Regulation EU 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of April 27, 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, OJ 2016 L 119/1.} which entered into force on May 25, 2018. The case confirms Zittrain’s observation that normative expectations are mostly “unsettled” at an early stage of a technology’s uptake, and the judges who are called upon to apply the law in such contexts often have not “fully experienced the technologies in question.”\footnote{Zittrain, Future of the Internet, 122.}

The net neutrality debate in Europe is an example of a settled sociopolitical response to a novel technology, which eventually resulted in directly applicable and binding EU legislation on access to the open Internet and net neutrality.\footnote{Regulation (EU) 2015/2120 of the European Parliament and of the Council of November 25, 2015 setting out measures concerning open Internet access (Open Internet Regulation), OJ 2015 L 310/1. This is a directly applicable legal instrument introducing binding rules on net neutrality, which regulate the relationship between Telecom companies and their customers in a general and abstract manner. See Graber, “Bottom-up Constitutionalism,” 549–552.} Article 3(3) of the Open Internet Regulation states that providers of Internet access services may apply only those traffic management measures, which are transparent, non-discriminatory, and proportionate, and are not based on commercial considerations. The CJEU has
interpreted this provision in the recent Telenor v Hungary decision and decided that a so-called “zero-rating”
agreement does not fulfill these requirements because it is based on commercial considerations. As evidenced by this decision, it is generally up to the courts to clarify the interpretation of statutory provisions regulating a new technology and to advance legal certainty by handing down leading judgments on contentious legal questions in complex application contexts.

Another example of a court applying statutory norms is the “Fashion ID” decision of the CJEU of July 29, 2019. In that case, the court clarified that the EU already provides data protection regulation covering the effects of the Facebook Like button on Internet users’ personal data. The ruling involved “Fashion ID,” a fashion retailer, which had embedded the Facebook Like button on its website. The CJEU found that whenever a user visited the Fashion ID website, the social plugin transmitted protected personal data, including the user’s IP address, information on the desired content, and the browser’s technical data, to Facebook (Ireland). The court determined that this happened “regardless of whether or not the visitor is a member of the social network Facebook, has clicked on the Facebook “Like” button or is aware of such an operation.” The court further ruled that both Fashion ID and Facebook are “data controllers”; consequently, both must comply with EU data protection law. According to the CJEU, such data processing is only legal if the data subject (the user) gives consent prior to the data collection. Consent given to Facebook alone would not be enough. The court specified that “to guarantee efficient and timely protection, it is for the webpage operator, rather than for the plugin provider, to obtain consent.” This ruling, thus, exemplifies how normative expectations that have emerged from civil society interactions have been reformulated by a major court in the language of the law, resulting in a binding and enforceable decision.

4. Conclusion

The Facebook Like button example illustrates the co-production of a novel technology’s affordances. Expanding Weber’s theory of aboriginal law production to cyberspace, the process can be reconstructed to start in a civil society context involving the eventual emergence of normative expectations about an artifact’s affordances. The process then shifts to the legal system, where the newly emerged normative expectations are stabilized, generalized, and institutionalized as legal norms. The Fashion ID decision of the CJEU is an example of a court applying existing general and abstract norms (the EU data protection legislation) to a novel technology (the Facebook plugin) and, thus, leading to condensation and confirmation of normative expectations in more specified factual contexts. In declaring that both Fashion ID and Facebook are data controllers, both corporations are held accountable to comply with EU data protection legislation. Consequently, no data can be collected or transmitted by a Facebook plugin that is placed on a third-party website without a consumer’s prior consent. The determinations made by the court reveal how normative expectations of Internet users and tech companies are rebalanced and how legal doctrine is adapted to effectively protect the privacy rights of Internet users in a changing digital environment.

The evolution of normative expectations about novel technological artifacts often depends on whether the artifact’s affordances are visible or not. In the context of AI or other applications of “pre-emptive computing,” technical affordances are often concealed. To facilitate a sociopolitical response, I would recommend the development of procedures aimed at blocking known affordances that cause social costs. Conversely, procedures should be designed to bring affordances to the surface that, from a public interest perspective, are positively valued but risk remaining hidden if critical actors or new societal perspectives are not able to work toward their detection. To enhance the discovery process, discourses should be politically institutionalized and be as inclusive as possible, encompassing not only experts, politicians, and schools at all levels of education but also broad segments of civil society (activists, hackers, NGOs, consumer organizations, etc.). Government regulation could contribute to the institutionalization of discourse conditions that facilitate the detection of positively valued affordances and the legal institutionalization of normative expectations.
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